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EP 0 604 731 B1

[0001 ] The present invention relates to a highly bulked stretch-pillowed laminate and a process for forming a preferred

embodiment thereof.

5 [0002] The materials of the present invention are suitable for a wide variety of applications where substantially three-

dimensional, bulky, cloth-like materials are useful. This is in comparison to substantially two-dimensional materials and

composites such as individual layers of film and/or nonwovens or plain laminates of such materials. While not meaning

to limit the scope of the present invention, one area of particular usefulness for the materials of the present invention is

in personal care absorbent articles such as diapers, incontinence garments, training pants, feminine pads, sanitary

w napkins, bandages and the like. Many of these materials are multi-layered structures which use tissue and wood based

fibers as well as nonwovens and polymeric films to form specific layers of the overall structure. Oftentimes these layers

can benefit from a more bulky feel. As an example, diapers employ a lining material which usually includes a polymeric

nonwoven web made from a plurality of fibers bonded to one another. Such a liner material must be soft to the baby's

touch for comfort while also being able to quickly absorb and then transfer body fluids to the absorbent interior core

is material. Generally, from a consumer's standpoint, the softer and bulkier the liner material is, the higher the perception

will be of the quality and comfort of the material. In the same fashion, the backing of the diaper generally includes a

plastic film or some other material to provide liquid-barrier properties so as to retain exuded body fluids. Sometimes this

layer may include a nonwoven layer to impart a certain cloth-like feel thereby increasing both the quality and comfort of

the overall product.

so [0003] Consumer testing has indicated that three-dimensional, "bulky" materials are perceived as being of higher

quality than "non-bulked" two-dimensional structures. Two dimensional structures are often the result of the lamination

of two juxtaposed layers of film, nonwoven, tissue and/or other natural or synthetic based materials. Such two dimen-

sional layers do not have a high degree of bulk as their combined thickness is usually equal to or less than the combined

thicknesses of the individual layers prior to lamination. Quilted materials are frequently perceived by the consumers as

25 having a higher degree of bulk, softness and comfort. Imparting a quilt-like look to the laminated layers usually involves

either actually stitching the layers together or bonding the layers together with some type of three dimensional bond pat-

tern. Here again, however, the overall thickness of the quilted product is generally no greater than the combined thick-

nesses of the joined layers as the quilting process usually results from the reduction in thickness of the combined layers

in the areas where the quilting pattern has been imparted.

30 [0004] Another way to impart a more bulky feel and look to materials is to make an elastic laminate such as is taught

in WO 90/06228, US-A-4,720,415 or EP 556 749 (not pre-published). Materials such as these include an elastomeric

material which forms a stretchable, elastic layer. To at least one side of this material while in a stretched condition there

is attached another gatherable layer. Once the two layers have been attached to one another, the elastic layer is allowed

to retract thereby gathering up and puckering the non-elastic gatherable layer to form more of a three-dimensional

35 material. While such elastomeric materials are suitable for use in the same products as the present invention, they are

definitely more costly due to the use of elastomeric polymers. The present invention overcomes this cost factor by using

more less expensive materials. Furthermore in contrast to the known materials , the materials of the present invention

once formed are non-elastic in nature.

[0005] It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide a material which while made from relatively flat pla-

40 nar two-dimensional materials creates more of a three-dimensional, bulky pillowed material once two or more layers

have been attached to one another.

[0006] It is another object of the present invention to provide a material which can be made more three-dimensional

in appearance while using relatively inexpensive components.

[0007] It is a further object of the present invention to provide a material with such properties which is substantially

45 non-elastic.

[0008] It is yet another object of the present invention to provide a process for making such materials.

[0009] These and other objects of the present invention will become more apparent upon a further review of the fol-

lowing specification, drawings and claims.

[001 0] This invention relates to a bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate and to according to claim 1 a process for forming

so a preferred embodiment thereof according to claim 8.

[0011] While a number of material are suitable for use with the present invention, two specific combinations which

work particularly well are where the first layer is a thermoplastic film and the second layer is a nonwoven fibrous web

or, alternatively, where both the first and second layers are made from fibrous nonwoven webs. The film/nonwoven com-

posite has the combined advantages of being liquid impervious while also providing a soft, bulky feel on one side of the

55 material which makes the composite particularly useful as an outercover material for personal care products including

diapers, training pants and incontinence garments. The nonwoven/ nonwoven configuration also has particular useful-

ness in the area of personal care products as a liner material for such products.

[0012] In more refined embodiments of the present invention, the process may be further modified by adding yet an

2
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additional layer to the bulked, stretched-pillowed laminate material. For example, a third layer of material may be added

to the side of the first layer (while the first layer is in a stretched condition) which is opposite the side to which there is

attached the second layer. The attachment of the third layer to the first layer may be accomplished in at least two ways.

The first way involves passing all three material through the same bonding equipment so that the bond points of the sec-

5 ond and third layers to the first layer are in vertical registry with one another. The second way involves using two sets

of bonding equipment such that the first and second layers are attached to one another in a first bonding process and

then the third layer is added to the composite via a second bonding process such that the bond points between the first

layer and the second layer are not in vertical registry with the bond points between the first and third layers. It also

should be noted that depending upon the speeds at which the second and third layer are fed into the process, either or

jo both of the second and third layers may be stretched, though their degree of stretch is less than that of the first layer.

Furthermore, it is possible to stretch any one of the foregoing layers in more than one direction or in directions thai are

not parallel to one another with respect to the individual layers.

[0013] Attachment of the various layers to one another can be accomplished by a variety of means including adhe-

sives, ultrasonic bonding, thermo-mechanical bonding and stitching. Suitable adhesives include water-based, solvent-

rs based, pressure-sensitive, and hot-melt adhesives.

[0014] Extension of the first layer can be from as little as 5% to as much as 1200% of the original length of the first

layer. Usually, when stretching the first layer several hundred percent or more, the first layer will permanently deform

such that upon relaxation of the stretching forces, the first layer only retracts a small portion of the distance that the first

layer was initially stretched. As a result, the retracted or third length will oftentimes be between about 80 and 98% of

so the expanded length. A notable attribute of the material of the present invention, however, is that upon retraction of the

first layer, the second layer will have a greater surface area than the first layer per the same unit area of the composite.

Figure 1 is a cross-sectional side view of a stretch-pillowed laminate according to the present invention.

Figure 2 is a schematic side view of one process for forming a stretch-pillowed laminate according to the present

25 invention.

Figure 3 is a schematic side view of another process for forming a stretch-pillowed laminate according to the

present invention.

Figure 4 is a schematic side view of yet another process for forming a stretch-pillowed laminate according to the

present invention.

30 Figure 5 is a cross-sectional side view of another stretch-pillowed laminate according to the present invention.

Figure 6 is a cross-sectional side view of yet another stretch-pillowed laminate according to the present invention.

Figure 7 is a schematic side view of yet another process for forming a stretch-pillowed laminate according to the

present invention.

as [001 5] The present invention is related to a highly-bulked, stretch-pillowed material formed by bonding, laminating or

otherwise attaching two or more layers to one another. One of the layers is stretched and permanently deformed from

a first or original length L1 to a second length L2 which is greater than its original length. After the first layer has been

stretched, and while it is still in a tensioned condition a second layer is attached to the first layer. Due to the nature of

the stretching of the first layer, the first layer still has some degree of recovery. As a result, after the two layers have been

40 attached to one another, the tension is released and the layers are allowed to retract slightly to a third length L3 which

is greater than the first or original length L1 of the first layer yet slightly less than the second, stretched length L2 of the

first layer. Due to the slight recovery of the first layer, the second layer tends to gather and form pillows thereby impart-

ing a bulky, more three-dimensional appearance to the composite. This is because the second layer 1 4 has a larger sur-

face area than the first layer 12 per the same unit area of the composite 10. In addition, there can be a savings in the

45 amount of material used for the first layer as the first layer can be thinned during the stretching and deformation proc-

ess. It should be understood that in the context of the present invention, the term "layer" can be meant to include a sin-

gle piece or sheet of material as well as a laminate made from a plurality of individual sheets of material.

[0016] The material of the present invention has a wide variety of uses including, but not limited to, personal care

applications such as diapers, feminine pads, training pants, adult incontinence products, sanitary napkins, bandages
so and the like. The material of the present invention also has applicability in the area of clothing due to the comfortable,

bulky nature of the material. In addition, the material of the present invention has possible applications as a padded

package and/or envelope material as well as a filter media. As a result, these and other applications are meant to be

within the scope of the present invention and, therefore, the examples contained herein should be considered as illus-

trative only and not as limiting to the scope of the present invention.

55 [0017] Turning to Figure 1 , the stretch-pillowed material 10 of the present invention includes a first extensible layer 12

and a second layer 14. By extensible it is meant that the material is capable of being stretched from a first or original

length L1 to a second and greater length L2 and then, upon release of the stretching forces, the material retracts to a

third length L3 which is less than the second length L2. The first and second layers 12 and 1 4 respectively can be made

3
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from a wide variety of materials including films, nonwoven materials, woven materials, knits, scrim and tissue. The films

can be made from breathable or non-breathable materials. In addition the films can be apertured. In forming the films,

the films may be coextruded to increase bonding and the films may be filled with an opacifying agent such as titanium

dioxide. The nonwoven materials can be made from longer more continuous fibers such as spunbond and meltblown

5 fibers or from shorter staple fibers such as are used in bonded carded webs. Suitable fibers include natural and syn-

thetic fibers as well as bicomponent and multi-component/polymer fibers. The nonwoven webs may be hydroentangled

and they can be formed using any number of techniques including spunbonding, meltblowing, solution spinning and wet

laying. In addition, laminated layers such as spunbond/meltblown/spunbond composites can be used for either the first

or second layer. The woven and knit materials can be made from both synthetic and natural fibers. They also can be

to made from combinations of both natural and synthetic fibers. Tissue based layers are typically made from natural fibers

such as pulp, but they can also include synthetic fibers.

[0018] Combinations of anyone of the foregoing materials may be employed for forming the material of the present

invention. Examples of but a few combinations include: film/nonwoven; film/woven; film/knit; film/tissue; film/film; non-

woven/ nonwoven; nonwoven/woven; nonwoven/knit and nonwoven/tissue. It is also possible to form multi-layered

is materials so long as they include a first layer 12 and a second layer 14 as further described below.

[001 9] The first layer 1 2 as described herein and depicted in Figure 1 , must be made from a material which is capable

of being stretched or extended in at least one direction from a first length L1 to a second length L2 with the second

length being greater than the first length. During the stretching or extending process, the materials used for the first

layer permanently deform so that upon relaxation of the stretching forces the first layer does not return to its original

20 length L1 but instead retracts from its second length to a third length L3 which is slightly less than the second length but

greater than the first length. Generally this retraction is from about 2 to about 20% of the expanded or second length L2

of the first layer. Materials which permanently deform are useful because the first layer can be greatly thinned thereby

reducing the cost of the composite. During the stretching or extension of such materials, the first layer should be capa-

ble of being deformed from at least about 5 to as much as 1200% or greater of its original or first length. For example,

25 a piece of material one foot in length which is stretched 1 200% would have a stretched length of thirteen feet.

[0020] Once the first layer has been bonded to the second layer and the composite has relaxed, the newly formed

composite should not be capable of stretching more than 25% of the composite's relaxed length L3 without affecting the

lamination or bonding of the first layer 12 to the second layer 14. Consequently, in choosing a material for the first layer

12 from the above noted materials, the material must be chosen such that it is capable of being stretched, optionally

30 deformed, and relaxed according the foregoing parameters. In the present invention, the first layer is distinguished from

a traditional "elastic" material which is capable of being stretched from a first length to a second length and then retract-

ing back to a length substantially the same as the first length.

[0021 ] The second layer 1 4 of the present invention can be selected from any one of the foregoing materials indicated

as being suitable for the first layer of the present invention. In addition, the material of the second layer 14, unlike the

35 first layer 12, can be elastic in nature though when attached to the first layer, the second layer 14 should be expanded

less than the degree of expansion of the first layer.

[0022] The purpose of the second layer 1 4 is to provide the bulkiness in the overall laminate or composite 1 0 by puck-

ering or gathering when the first layer 12 is allowed to relax or retract from its second length L2 to its third length L3. It

is also important to note that in order to attach the first layer 1 2 to the second layer 1 4, the second and first layers must

40 be compatible with one another through the use of adhesives, thermobonding, ultrasonic bonding, stitching or other

suitable means of attachment. When using adhesives, the adhesives may be water-based, solvent-based, pressure

sensitive or hot-melt adhesives.

[0023] As can be seen in the cross-section of Figure 1, the first layer 12 and the second layer 14 are joined to one

another at a plurality of separate and spaced apart locations such that there are a plurality of bonded areas 16 and

45 unbonded areas 18. In fact, depending upon the spacing of the bond points 16, the unbonded areas 18 may actually

form unbonded pockets between the first layer 12 and the second layer 14. These pockets optionally may be filled with

particulate or fibrous material such as a superabsorbent. Bonding of the first layer 12 to the second layer 14 may be

achieved through any number of suitable means including, but not limited to, heat activated and solvent-based adhe-

sives, as well as the actual fusion of the first layer to the second layer through the use of heat and/or pressure as well

50 as through the use of ultrasonic bonding techniques.

[0024] The process for forming the material 10 of the present invention is shown in schematic form in Figures 2 and

3 of the drawings. For purposes of illustration only, the first layer 12 is described as being a thermoplastic film such as

polypropylene film and the second layer 14 is a layer of nonwoven spunbonded material made from extruded polypro-

pylene fibers. The material of the first layer 12 is shown as being unwound from a supply roll 20 though it is possible

55 when using films with the present invention to extrude the film in line as part of the process. The second layer 14 as

shown in Figures 2 and 3 is unwound from a second supply roll 22 and, along with the first layer 12, is sent through a

bonder 30. To create stretch in the first layer 1 2, the first supply roll 20 is driven or retarded at a first speed V1 and the

second supply roll 22 is driven at a second speed V2 while the take-up roll 32 is driven or retarded at a third speed V3.
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At the point of bonding at the bonder 30, the first layer 12 and the second layer 14 have a common speed VO. Prior to

the bonder 30 the speed V2 of the second layer 14 can be less than or equal to VO but in either event V1 is less than

V2. By running the first supply roll 2Q,at a slower rate than second supply roll 22 there is a stretch imparted to the first

layer 12 such that the film of first layer 12 is stretched at least 5% beyond its original length. While the first layer 12 is

5 in its stretched state, the second layer 14 is bonded to the first layer 12. In Figure 2, the first and second layers 12 and

14 are shown being bonded to one another through the use of adhesive and pressure via bonding equipment 30, includ-

ing an anvil roll and a pattern/smooth roll, and an adhesive sprayer 31 , both of which are well known to those of ordinary

skill in the art. Alternatively, as shown in Figure 3, the adhesive sprayer 31 may be deleted in which case it is desirable

to apply heat to one or both of the bonding rolls 30. Also, when using only heat and pressure to bond the layers together,

re it should be remembered that the two layers should be made of materials which are compatible with one another. The

bonding equipment 30 serves to bond the two layers to one another across the width of the material in the cross-

machine direction. By selecting the bond pattern on the pattern roll, the bond points 16 can be spaced at regular or

irregular distances from one another along the material 10 in the machine-direction so that there are a plurality of

bonded 16 and unbonded 18 sites along the length of the material as shown in cross-section in Figure 1 . Alternatively,

rs the bond points 16 may be continuous lines of bonding which are parallel or skewed and which can be intersecting or

non-intersecting.

[0025] Once the first and second layers 12 and 14 have been bonded to one another, the composite 10 is wound
around a take-up roll 32 which is traveling at a speed V3 which is less than the speed V2 of second supply roll 22. As

a result, the composite material 10 can relax from the stretched state between the supply rolls 20 and 22 and the

20 bonder 30 to a relaxed condition beyond the bonder 30 so that the composite material 1 0 can be wound on take-up roll

32. As the composite material 10 relaxes between the bonder 30 and the take-up roll 32, the first layer 12 relaxes from

between about 2 and about 20% of the expanded length between the first supply roll 20 and the bonder 30 thereby

causing the second layer 14 to gather up or pillow as shown in Figure 1 to create a three-dimensional structure as com-

pared to a simple two-ply laminate. Alternatively, the take-up roll 32 can be driven at the same speed as the bonder 30

25 in which case the composite material 10 will be wound-up while still in a stretched state. In this case the material 1 0 will

relax slightly while on the roll 32 and the remainder of the relaxation can be achieved as the composite 10 is unwound
from the roll 32.

[0026] As mentioned previously, when using film as the first layer, the first layer may be stretched to many times its

original length, in fact as much as 1200% or more. During such stretching the film will permanently deform. An impor-

30 tant feature of the present invention is the fact that the first layer 1 2 is permanently deformed during the stretching proc-

ess between first supply roll 20 and the bonder 30. Again referring to Figures 2 and 3, while on the supply roll 20, the

first layer 1 2 has a first length L1 . Due to the differential speed between the first supply roll 20 and bonder 30, first layer

12 is stretched to a second length L2 with L2 being greater than L1. Depending upon the particular material being used

for first layer 12, the degree of stretching necessary to permanently deform first layer 12 may be as little as 5% to as

35 high as 1200% especially when using various plastic films as the first layer 12. In any event, however, it should be

remembered that in extending the first layer from L1 to L2 the material of first layer 12 is permanently deformed so that

upon relaxation after the bonder 30, the relaxed length L3 is slightly less than the stretched length 12 but much greater

than the original or first length L1 due to the permanent deformation of the material during the stretching process. As a

result, the cost of the overall material may be reduced due to the savings in the film layer.

to [0027] In Figures 2 and 3 of the drawings, the material 1 0 of the present invention is shown as being made into a two

ply laminate with stretch and relaxation being imparted in only one direction (the machine direction). With the equip-

ment available today it is also possible to stretch the first layer 1 2 in more than two directions which may be offset with

respect to one another at any desired angle including right angles and angles greater than or less than 90°. Besides

stretching the first layer 12, the second layer 14 can also be stretched before the two layers are laminated together. It

45 is desirable, however, that the degree of extension or stretching of the second layer 1 4 be less than that of the first layer

12. The stretching of the second layer 14 can be substantially parallel to the direction of extension of the first layer 12

or it can be non-parallel or even perpendicular to the direction of extension of the first layer 12.

[0028] It is also possible to create materials 10 which are multilayered laminates. As explained earlier, the second

layer 14 may itself be made from a laminate of several layers such as a composite of spunbond/meltblown/spunbond

so materials bonded to one another prior to the composite being bonded to the first layer 12. The same is true with respect

to the first layer 12.

[0029] Referring to Figures 4 and 7 which are schematics of alternate processes according to the present invention,

it also is possible to create a laminate with three or more layers. As shown in Figures 4 and 7, the process equipment

in operation is identical to that of Figure 3 except for the addition of a third layer 15 bonded to the side of first layer 12

55 opposite that of second layer 14. The third layer 15 in its simplest construction can be laminated to the first layer 12 in

an unstretched state. Conversely, the third layer 15, as with the second layer 14, may be stretched in a direction either

parallel or non-parallel to the direction of stretch of the first and second layers prior to its being bonded to the first layer

12.
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[0030] As with the process shown in Figure 3, in the process of Figure 4, first layer 12 is unwound from supply roll 20,

second layer 14 is unwound from supply roll 22 and third layer 15 is unwound from supply roll 23. While first layer 12 is

in a stretched and optionally a permanently deformed condition between supply roll 12 and bonder 30, second layer 14

and third layer 15 are bonded at a plurality of separate and spaced apart locations to the opposites sides of first layer

5 12 via the heated pattern and anvil bond rolls 30. After the three layers have been joined to one another to form the

composite 10, the composite 10 is allowed to relax between the bonder 30 and the take-up roll 32 thereby creating a

material similar to that shown in cross-section in Figure 5 of the drawings.

[0031] In Figure 5, the third layer 15 is attached to the first layer 12 at a plurality of spaced apart and separate bond

sites 19 which are in vertical registry with the bond sites 16 of the second layer 14. As with the unbonded regions 18

10 between the first layer 12 and the second layer 14, there is also created a plurality of unbonded areas 21 between the

third layer 15 and the first layer 12.

[0032] Referring to Figure 6, it is also possible to create a material 1 0 from three layers wherein the bond sites 1 S and

19 are not in vertical registry with one another. This is possible by using two separate sets of bonding equipment 30 and

30' as shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7 the process is the same as that shown in Figure 4 except for the use of two pieces

15 of bonding equipment 30 and 30'. The bonding equipment 30 is used to create a first plurality of bond site 1 6 as shown

in Figure 6 between the first layer 1 2 and the second layer 1 4. While the first layer 1 2 is still in a stretched and deformed

condition, a second piece of bonding equipment 30' is used to bond the third layer 15 to the first layer 12 at a second

plurality of bond sites 19 (see Figure 6) which are not in vertical registry with the bond sites 16.

[0033] Given the wide number of materials possible with the present invention, a number of example materials were

20 made as described in further detail below.

EXAMPLE 1

[0034] The stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention in Example 1 was formed using a

25 1 6,51 urn (0.65 mil) soft polypropylene film layer as the first or extensible layer of the composite. The polypropylene film

layer was made from a Himont Catalloy polypropylene resin from Himont U.S.A., Inc. of Wilmington, Delaware and had

a basis weight of 16,28 g/m2 (0.48 ounces per square yard - osy). The second or bulked layer was a polypropylene

spunbond nonwoven web-made by Kimberly-Clark corporation of Neenah, Wisconsin using an Exxon 3445 polypropyl-

ene resin from Exxon Chemical Company of Houston, Texas. The spunbond polypropylene nonwoven web utilized 0,1

1

30 to 0,33 tex (1 to 3 denier)fibers, had a basis weight of 14,58 g/m2 (0.43 ounces per square yard) and was prebonded

with an overall bond area of 15%. The film and nonwoven web were subjected to a bonding process similar to that

shown in Figure 2. The film was bonded to the nonwoven layer using a National 34-5541 hot melt adhesive from

National Starch and Chemical Company, a subsidiary of Unilever United States, Inc., of New York, New York, at an

application rate of 0,3 g/m2
(0.009 ounces per square yard) using a swirl pattern application die. As shown in Table 1,

35 the extensible polypropylene film layer was driven at a speed V1 of 49,76 m/min (143 feet per minute), the spunbond

web layer was traveling at a speed V2 of 57,42 m/min (165 feet per minute) and at the point of lamination the composite

was traveling at a speed V0 of 57,42 m/min (165 feet per minute). On the winder roll the composite was being taken-up

at a speed V3 of 56,72 m/min (163 feet per minute. In Example 1 the film was stretched 15% beyond its original or first

length L1 before the nonwoven web layer was bonded to the film layer. The stretched length corresponded to the sec-

*o ond length L2 discussed above. After the bonding process the film/nonwoven web composite was allowed to retract

from its second length L2 to a third length L3. As can be seen in Table 1 , the bulk B2 of the stretched composite laminate

was 0,7 mm (0.0275 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 39,34 g/m2 (1 .160 ounces per square yard). This in com-

parison to the bulk (B,) and the basis weight (BW^ of the materials as if they were in a non-stretched state in which

case the bulk (B,) would be 0,27 (0.0108 inches) and the basis weight (BW,) would be 31,03 g/m2 (0.915 ounces per

45 square yard). To calculate the percent change in both bulk and basis weight between the nonstretched and stretched

(bulked) materials the following formulas were used:

% Bulk change =
Bz

B

Bl
x 100

[0035] Thus the percent change in bulk was [(0.0275-0.0108)/0.0108] x 100 or 154% and the percent change in basis

weight was [(1.160-0.915)/0.915] x 100 or 26% which represented an increase in both the bulk and basis weight of the

bulked and stretched laminate as opposed to a non-bulked and non-stretched material.

6
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[0036] The percent stretch and percent recovery for the composite material of Example 1 were calculated using the

following equations:

% Stretch = —1 x 100

Thus the percent stretch for the material of Example 1 was [(165-143)/143] x 100 or 15% while the percent recovery

was [(165-165)/(165-143)] x 100 or 9%. Consequently, the film layer was stretched 15 percent beyond its unstretched

length, the nonwoven layer was bonded to it and the composite recovered 9 percent of the 15 percent that the film was
stretched thereby causing the bulking of the composite.

[0037] Once the composite had been formed, a sample of it was tested to see how much strain the sample could be

placed under before it delaminated. As stated earlier, the material of the present invention is to be distinguished from

composite materials wherein the composite is still elastic once formed. As a result, the material of the present invention

once formed is not able to stretch more than 25 percent beyond its relaxed or finished length L3 without adversely

affecting the material. To determine this, a simple test was run.

[0038] First, a 7,6 cm by 12,7 cm (three inch by five inch)sample but and clamped between the jaws of an Instron

tensile machine set with a jaw separation of 7,6 cm (three inches). It is important to note that the 12,7cm (five

inch)length was parallel to the stretch direction of the first layer of the composite. Next the jaws were expanded at a rate

of 1 ,27 m (fifty inches) per minute until the gap between the jaws has been expanded from 7,6 cm to 9.52 cm (three

inches to three and three quarter inches), an expansion of twenty-five percent. Once this gap distance had been

achieved, the machine was stopped and the sample was held for one minute before the tension was released and the

sample was removed from the jaws. The sample length was then measured and the sample was visually examined for

signs of failure, including delamination between the layers and/or a breakdown in structure of the individual layers. A
visual examination of the material of Example 1 showed that the material had failed, thus demonstrating that the sample

was not elastic.
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TABLE 1

EXAMPLE: ADHFSTVT / NONWOVEN / FILM

EXTENSIBLC IAYCR: 16..5tym(.0.65 miL).ririC^v3.i.y.p.rQp >/ !.E r:e 76(-W»
BULWCD LAYER: 14„Vl g/m

2
(.Q,A.\ o»/yiJ2)P«lyMaprl«fw- fipmbond- V2^>7,42( 165)

LAMINATION: 0,3g/m
2
(0.009 ox/yd2)Hot Metal Adhesive V0r57,42( 165)

V3=56, 72(163)

Adhesive applied by a. sw.ixL pat-tern- die

BULK ENHANCEMENT:

Nonstretched Laminate Oulk (B ^

)

: 0,27mra(0.0108"

)

Basis Height (BW^: 31 ,03g/m
2
(0.915 oz/yd?)

Stretched Laminate Bulk (B
2
>: 0,7mm(0.0275")

Basis Weight (BW
2

) : 39, 34g/nt
Z

( 1.160 oz/yd2)
% Change Bulk: 154%

Basis Weiqht: 26%

% STRETCH

:

% RECOVERY: 165-163 * 100 = 9%
165-143

Laminate Testing: Laminate failed at or before 25% elongate

EXAMPLE 2

45

[0039] In Example 2 a stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention was formed using a 16,51

(im mil) film layer which was the same as that described in Example 1 . The second or bulked layer was a polypropylene

spunbond nonwoven web made by the Kimberly-Clark Corporation of Neenah, Wisconsin using an Exxon 3445 poly-

propylene resin from Exxon Chemical Company of Houston, Texas. The spunbond polypropylene nonwoven web utj-

50 lized fibers having a linear density of approximately 0,14 tex (1 .3 den). The web had a basis weight of 10,17 g/m2
(0.3

ounces per square yard) and the web was prebonded with an overall bond area of 12%. The film and nonwoven web

were subjected to a thermal bonding process such as is shown in Figure 3. Referring to Table 2, the extensible polypro-

pylene film layer was driven at a speed V1 of 0,9 m/min (2.6 feet per minute), the spunbond web layer was traveling at

a speed V2 of 3,6 m/min (27.6 feet per minutejand at the point of lamination the composite was traveling at a speed V0

55 of 1 0,86 m/min (31 .2 feet per minute). On the winder roll the composite was being taken-up at a speed V3 of 8,53 m/min

(24.5 feet per minute). In Example 2 the film was stretched 1 1 00% beyond its original or first length L1 before the non-

woven web layer was bonded to the film layer. The stretched length corresponded to the second length L2 discussed

above. After the bonding process, the film/nonwoven web composite was allowed to retract from its second length L2

8
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to a third length L3. Referring again to Table 2, the bulk (B2) of the stretched composite laminate was 0,36 mm (0.014

inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 15,43 g/m2 (0.455 ounces per square yard). This is in comparison to a bulk

(B,) of 0,12 mm (0.0047 inches) and basis weight (BW,) of 28,31 g/m2 (0.835 osy) for the materials as if they were in

a non-stretched state. The percent change in both the bulk and basis weight between the non-stretched and stretched

(bulked) materials were calculated as in Example 1 . The percent change in bulk was 1 98% and the percent change in

basis weight was -45.5%. This represents a net decrease in the basis weight of the material while still showing an

increase in the bulk. This was due to trie extreme stretching of the film which caused the reduction of basis weight in

the film layer and thus a reduction in the overall basis weight of the composite. However, upon bonding of the two layers

to one another, there was still a retraction process which caused the nonwoven layer to pucker and gather thereby

explaining the increase in bulk.

[0040] The percent stretch for the material in Example 2 was 1 100% while the percent recovery was 23,4%. Conse-

quently, the film layer was stretched 1100% beyond its unstretched length, the nonwoven layer was bonded to the

stretched film and the composite recovered 23,4% of the 1 1 00% that the film was stretched thereby causing the bulking

of the composite.

[0041 ] Once the composite has been formed, a sample was tested and failed before reaching an elongation of 25%.
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TABLE X

EXAMPLE: NONWOVEN

EXTENSIBLE LAYER: 16,51um(0.65 mil).soft polypropylene film V1-0,9(2.6)

LAMINATION: Thcrmn) Point Bonded

(12% 3cnd Area)

V0=10,B6(31.2)

Process Conditions:

3ULK ENHANCEMENT:

Nonstretched Lamina'

Stretched Laminate

% Change

Pattern Roll Temperatu:
Anvil Roll Temperature
Nip Pressure:

113°C(235°F)"

108°C(226 DF)

fl,15N/W (22 psi)

Bulk (B
l
):0,12mm(.0047")

Basis Weight (BW, ) :28,31g/m ''(0.835 oz/yd2)

Bulk (B
2
)0,3Gmm(0.DlA")

Basis Weight (BW
2

) : 15,43g/m
2
(0.455 nz/yd2)

Bulk: 198%
Basis Weight: -45.5%

i STRETCH: -3,t

% RECOVERY

:

100 = 1100S

* 100 = 23, 'IS

'esting: Laminate failed at or before 25% elongation.

EXAMPLE 3

[0042] In Example 3, the stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention was formed using two

polypropylene spunbond webs. Both webs were made by the Kimberly-Clark Corporation of Neenah, Wisconsin. They

each had a basis weight of 27,13 g/m2 (0.8 osy) and used 0,33 tex (3 denier) fibers fibers extruded from Exxon poly-

propylene resin. Each of the webs were individually prebonded with an overall bond area of 15%. The two nonwoven

55 webs were subjected to a bonding process similar to that shown in Figure 3. The calender rolls used to bond the two

layers together included a pattern roll heated to a temperature of 135°C) (275°F) and an anvil roll heated to a temper-

ature of 135°C (275°F)with the nip pressure being 13,8 N/cm2
(20 lbs. per square inch). As shown in Table 3, one of the

polypropylene spunbond nonwoven webs was driven at a speed V1 of 6.4 m (21 feet) per minute and the second spun-

10
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bond web was traveling at a speed V2 of 8,5 m (28 feet)per minute. At the point ol lamination the composite was
traveling at a speed VO of 8,5 m (28 feet) per minute and on the winder roll the composite was being taken-up at a speed
V3 of 6,4 m (21 feet) per minute. In Example 3, the web traveling at speed V1 (6,4 m/min or 21 ft/min) was stretched

33% beyond its original or first length L1 before the second nonwoven web was bonded to the first web. The stretched

length corresponded to the second length L2 discussed above. The two webs were bonded together using thermal point

bonding with a 15% total bond area. After the bonding process the nonwoven/nonwoven web composite was allowed

to retract from its second length L2 to a third length L3. As can be seen in Table 3, the bulk (Ey of the stretched com-

posite laminate was 1,2 mm (0.0465 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 60 g/m2
(1.77 ounces per square yard).

This is in comparison to a bulk (B,) of 0,41 mm (0.0162 inches) and basis weight (BW^ of 54,26 g/m2 (1 .6 osy) if the

materials were in a non-stretched state.

[0043] Using the formulas denoted in Example 1 , the percent change in bulk was 1 87% and the percent change in

basis weight was 1 0% which represented an increase in both the bulk and basis weight of the bulked and stretched lam-

inate as opposed to a non-bulked and non-stretched material. The percent stretch for the material of Example 3 was
33% and the percent recovery was 100%. Consequently, the first nonwoven web was stretched 33% beyond its

unstretched length, the second nonwoven web was bonded to the first and the composite recovered 100% of the 33%
that the first nonwoven web layer was stretched thereby causing the bulking of the composite.

[0044] Once the composite had been formed, a sample was tested for delamination. This sample also delaminated

at or before being elongated 25%.
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TABLE 3

EXAMPLE: NONWOVEN / NONWOVEN

EXTENSIBLE LAYER: 27, 13g/n/(n.B n7/ycl2)PP Spunnnnd (0,33 tex 3dpf) V1=f.,4(?1

;

BULKED LAYER: 27, 13g/m
2
(0. 8 oz/yd2)Polypropy)ene Spunbond V2=8,5(2B)

LAMINATION:

V3n

V0=8,&(28)

,4(21)

BULK ENHANCEMENT:

Nonstretched Laminat

Stretched Laminate

% Change

Pattern Roll Temperature: SiS'C hlS'?)
Anvil Roll Temperature: a ir°c &75'F^ '

Nip Pressure: A 18 ^(2 0 psij

Bulk (8
1
):0,41mm(0.0162")

Basis Wp.ight (0W.,): 54,26g/m
2

( 1 .6 oz/yd2)

BMk (B
2
): 1,2mm(0.(l/>65")

Basis Weight (BW
?

) :60g/ra
2
( 1 .77 oz/yd2)

Bulk: 187%
Basis Weight: 10%

28-21 * 100 = 33X

Laminate Testing: Laminate failed at or before 25% elongation.

EXAMPLE 4

45

[0045] In Example 4, the stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention was formed using the

same film as described in Example 1 . Unlike the other examples, however, in this example a bulked nonwoven layer was

attached to either side of the film layer as shown in Figure 5 thereby forming a three layer structure. Both of the spun-

bond nonwoven webs were made by the Kimberly-Clark Corporation of Neenah, Wisconsin using Exxon polypropylene.

50 The bottom spunbond polypropylene nonwoven web utilized 0,24 tex (2.2 denier) fibers, had a basis weight of 1 3,56

g/m2 (0.4 osy) and was thermally prebonded with an overall bond area of 15%. The top spunbond polypropylene non-

woven web utilized 0,2 tex (1 .8 denier) fibers, had a basis weight of 1 1 ,87 g/m
2
(0.35 osy) and was thermally prebonded

with an overall bond area of 15%. The film and nonwoven webs were subjected to a bonding process similar to that

shown in Figure 4. The calender rolls used to bond the three layers included a pattern roll heated to a temperature of

sb 1 35°C (275°F) and an anvil roll heated to a temperature of 1 35°C (275°F) with the nip pressure being 0,17 N/mm2
(25

lbs. per square inch). The total thermal point bond area of the overall structure was 1 5%. As shown in Table 4, the exten-

sible polypropylene film layer was driven at a speed V1 of 1 ,2 m/min (3.5 feet per minute), the spunbond web layers

were each traveling at speeds V2 and V2' respectively of 1 2,88 m/min 37 feet per minute) and at the point of lamination

12
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the composite was traveling at a speed VO of 12,88 m/min (37 feet per minute). On the winder roll the composite was

taken-up at a speed V3 of 12,1 8 m/min (35 feet per minute). In Example 4, the film was stretched 960% beyond its orig-

inal or first length L1 before the nonwoven web layers were bonded to either side of the film layer. The stretched length

corresponded to the second length L2 discussed above. After the bonding process the nonwoven/Mlm/nonwoven web

5 composite was allowed to retract from its second length L2 to a third length L3. As can be seen in Table 4, the bulk (B2)

of the stretched composite laminate was 0,48 mm (0.019 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 34,59 g/m2 (1.02

ounces per square yard). This is in comparison to the bulk (B^ and basis weight (BW, of the materials as if they were

in a non-stretched state in which case the bulk (B,) would be 0,3 mm (0.01 17 inches) and the basis weight (BW-,)would

be 41,57 g/m2 (1.226 ounces per square yard).

10 [0046) Using the formulas denoted in Example 1 , the percent stretch for the material of Example 4 was 960% and the

percent recovery was 6%. The percent change in bulk was 63% and the percent change in basis weight was -17%. This

represents a net decrease in the basis weight of the composite material while still showing an increase in bulk. This was

due to the extreme stretching of the film which caused the reduction in basis weight. However, upon the bonding

together of the three layers, there was still a retraction of 6% which caused the nonwoven layers to gather up thereby

15 increasing the bulk.

[0047] Once the composite had been formed, a sample was tested for delamination and failed at or before it reached

an elongation of 25%.

25

45

50

55

13
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TABLE If

EXAMPLE: NONWOVEN / FILM / NONWOVEN

EXTENSIBLE LAYER: 16,51um(0.65 miDsnft polypropylene
vl = 1 2(J 5)

TOP BULKED LAYER: 1 1 ,B7g/m
2
(0.35 oz/yd?)PP Spunbund 0,2 tex(1.8 dpf)

v2-i2 88(37)

BOTTOM BULKED LYR : 13, 56g/ra
2
(0.4 oz/yd?)PP Sounbond 0,24 tex(2.2 dof") V2 ' = 12,88(37)

LAMINATION: Thermal Point Bonded
(15% Bond Area) V0=12, 88(37)

V3=12, 18(35)

Process Conditions: Pattern Roll Temperature: /li-T^C (275'F)
Anvil Roll Temperature: ^l^C (275 • F)
Nip Pressure: ,3^1^X25 psi)

3L'ZX EAVStAVTEifRYri-

Nonstretched Laminate Bulk (B
1

) : 0,WO. 0117")

Basis Weight (BW,): 01 , 57g/m
2

( 1 -226 oz/yd2)

Stretched Laminate Bulk (B
2
): n,48mm(0.019"

)

Basis Weight (8W
2

) : 54,59q/m
2

( 1 .02 oz/yd2)

% Change Bulk: 63%
Basis Weight: -17%

% STRETCH: 37-3 .

5

* 100 = 960%

Laminate Testing: Laminate failed at or before 25% elongation.

45

EXAMPLE 5

[0048] In Example 5. the stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention included 1 5,24 urn (0.6

so mil) ethylene-maleic anhydride (EMA) cast film using Chevron 2207 EMA polymer from the Chevron Corporatio of San

Francisco, California. The second or bulked layer was a 12,21 g/m2 (0.36 osy) thermally bonded carded web made by

Streans Canada, Inc., of Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, using T1 76 polypropylene fibers 0,24 tex (2.2 denier) from Her-

cules Canada, Iberville, Quebec, Canada. The film and bonded carded web were subjected to a bonding process sim-

ilar to that shown in Figure 3. The calender rolls used to bond the two layers together included a pattern roll heated to

55 a temperature of 93°C (200° F) and an anvil roll heated to a temperature of 66°C (150°F) with the nip pressure being

0,17 N/mm2
(25 lbs. per square inch). As shown in Table 5, the extensible EMA film layer was driven at a speed V1 of

4,18 m/min (12 feet per minute), the bonded carded web layer was traveling at a speed V2 of 8 m/min (23 feet per

minute) and at the point of lamination the composite was traveling at a speed V0 of 8 m/min (23 feet per minute). On

14
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the winder roll the composite was taken-up at a speed V3 of 7,31 m/min (21 feet per minute). In Example 5, the film was

stretched 92% beyond its original or first length L1 before the bonded carded web layer was bonded to the film layer.

The stretched length corresponded to the second length L2 discussed above. After the bonding process the film/non-

woven web composite was allowed to retract from its second length 12 to a third length L3. As can be seen in Table 5,

the bulk (B2) of the stretched composite laminate was 0,38 mm (0.015 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 32,21

g/m2 (0.95 ounces per square yard). This is in comparison to a bulk (B,) of 0,127 mm (0.005 inches) and basis weight

(BW^ of 27.819/m2 (0.82 osy) if the materials were in a non-stretched state.

[0049] Using the formulas denoted in Example 1, the percent change in bulk was 200% and the percent change in

basis weight was 15.8% which represented an increase in both the bulk and basis weight of the bulked and stretched

laminate as opposed to a non-bulked and non-stretched material. The percent stretch for the material was 92% and the

percent recovery was 1 8%. Consequently, the film layer was stretched 92% beyond its unstretched length, the nonwo-

ven layer was bonded to the film layer and the composite recovered 18% of the 92% that the film was stretched thereby

causing the bulking of the composite.

[0050] Once the composite had been formed, a sample was tested for delamination and once again the sample failed

thereby demonstrating that the composite was not elastic.
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TABLE 5"

EXAMPLE: NONWOVEN / FILM

EXTENSIBLE LAYER: 15,24um(0.6 mil )EMA Cost Him

BULKED LAYER: 12,21g/m
2
(0.36 oz/yd2)PP Staple 18CW

LAMINATION:

V1=4, 18(12)

V2=8(23)

V0=B(23)

V3=7, 31(21)

Process Conditions: Pattern Roll Temperature: ^VC (2 00'F)
Anvil Roll Temperature: £G°C 1150 TJ
Nip Pressure: |v/^l (25 psi)

BULK ENHANCEMENT:

Nonstretched Laminate

Stretched Laminate

Bulk (8^:0,12711101(0.005")

Basis Weight (BW
1
) : 27,81g/m

2
(0.82 oz/yd2)

Bulk (B
2
): 0,38mm(0.015")

.

Basis Weight (8W.,): 32,21g/n.
2
(0.95 oz/yd2)

Bulk: 200%
Basis Weight: 15.8%

% STRETCH: 23-12 * 100 = 92%

iaarirat* l&stxisxg? issnC'TOti- 53iOsi> str «r i^f-rc-^ ;'3> s"j£iv^3i2im.-

[0051] In Example 6, the stretch-pillowed laminate material according to the present invention was formed using a

1 5,24 urn (0.06 mil) soft polypropylene blown film made from Exxtral Reactor TPO polymer from Exxon Chemical Com-

pany of Houston, Texas. The second or bulked layer was a 12,21 g/m2
(0.36 ounce per square yard polypropylene sta-

ple fiber thermally bonded carded web used in Example 5. The film and bonded carded web were subjected to a

bonding process similar to that shown in Figure 3. The calendar rolls used to bond the two layers together included a

pattern roll heated to a temperature of 121°C (250°F) and an anvil roll to a temperature of 93°C (210°F) with the nip

pressure being 0,17 N/mm2
(25 pounds per square inch). As shown in Table 6, the extensible polypropylene film layer

was driven at a speed V1 of 1 m/min (3 feet per minute), the bonded carded web was traveling at a speed V2 of 3,5

m/min (10 feet per minute) and at the point lamination the composite was traveling at a speed V0 of 3.5 m/min (10 feet
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per minute). On the winder roll the composite was taken-up at a speed V3 of 3, 1 3 m/min (9 feet per minute). In Example

6, the film was stretched 233% beyond its original or first length L1 before the nonwoven layer was bonded to the film

layer. The stretched length corresponded to the second length L2 discussed above. After the bonding process the

film/nonwoven web composite was allowed to retract from its second length L2 to a third length L3. Referring to Table

s 6, the bulk (Bg) of the stretched composite was 1 ,04 mm (0.041 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 27,81 g/m2

(0.82 ounces per square yard). This is in comparison to a bulk (B^ of 0.127 mm (0.005 inches) and a basis weight

(BW-|) of 23,4 g/m2 (0.69 ounces per square yard) if the materials were in a non-stretched state.

[0052] Again using the formulas noted in Example 1 , the percent change in bulk was 720% and the percent change
in basis weight was 18.8%. This represented an increase in both the bulk and basis weight of the bulked and stretched

10 laminate as opposed to a non-bulked and non-stretched material. The percent stretch for the material of Example 6 was
233% and the percent recovery was 14%. Consequently, the film layer was stretched 233% beyond its unstretched

length, the nonwoven layer was bonded to the film and the composite recovered 14% of the 233% that the film was
stretched thereby causing the bulking of the composite.

[0053] Once the composite had been formed, a sample was tested to see how much strength the sample could be
is placed under before delamination. Again the sample delaminated when stretched 25%.

45

17
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TABLE 6

EXAMPLE: NONWOVEN / FILM

EXTENSIBLE LAYER: 15,24um(0.6 miDSoft PP Blown Mlm V1 = 1(3)

BULKEB LAYER: 12,21g/n>
2
(0.36 oz/yd2)PP Staple 1BCW V2=3.5(10)

VO=3.5(10)
LAMINATION: Thermal Point Bonded

(15% Bond Area) V>=3.1.H9>

Process Conditions: Pattern Roll Temperature: *X*
b
t (2.50'T)

Anvil Roll Temperature: si'C (210 '?)

Nip Pressure:
Q ^ ^J-(25 psij

BULK ENHANCEMENT:

Nonstretched Laminate Bulk (B^ ) : 0, 127mm (0.005" )

Basis Weight (9W
1
)23,4q/m

2
(0.69 oz/yd2)

Stretched Laminate Bulk (B^): 1,04mm

Basis Weight (BW^): 27, B1g/m
2
(0.82 oz/yd?)

% Change Bulk: 7 20%
Basis Weight: 18.8%

% STRETCH: 10-3 * 100 = 2 33%
3

% RECOVERY: 10-9 * 100 = 14%
10-3

Laminate Testing: Laminate failed at or before 25% elongatii

EXAMPLE 7

[0054] In Example 7 the first or extensible layer was formed from a 15,24 |im (0.6 mil) soft polypropylene blown film

made from Eastman Reactor TPO P6-005 polymer from Eastman Chemicals Division of Eastman Kodak Company of

Rochester, New York. The second or bulked layer was the same material as used in Example 6. The film and bonded

carded web were subjected to a bonding process similar to that shown in Figure 3. The temperature of the pattern and

55 anvil rolls as well as the nip pressure were the same as those in Example 6. Referring to Table 7. the extensible poly-

propylene film layer was driven at a speed V1 of 4,18 m/min (12 feet per minute), the bonded carded web layer was

traveling at a speed V2 of 1 1 ,27 m/min (41 feet per minute) and at the point of lamination the composite was traveling

at a speed VO of 14.27 m/min (41 feet per minute). The laminate taken-up on the winder roll had a percent bond area

18
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of 15% and was taken-up at a speed V3 of 12,56 m/min (36 feet per minute). The film layer was stretched 242% beyond

its original or first length L1 before the bonded carded web was bonded to the film layer. The stretched length corre-

sponded to the second length L2 discussed above. After the bonding process the film/nonwoven web composite was
allowed to retract from its second length L2 to a third length L3. As can bee seen in Table 7, the bulk (Ey of the

s stretched composite laminate was 0,46 mm (0.018 inches) and the basis weight (BW2) was 24,08 g/m2 (0.71 ounces

per square yard). This is in comparison to a bulk (B,) of 0,127 mm (0.005 inches) and a basis weight (BW-,) of 25,43

g/m2 (0.75 ounces per square yard) for the materials as if they were in a non-stretched state.

[0055] Using the formulas from Example 1. the percent change in bulk was 260% and the percent change in basis

weight was a -5%. This represented a net decrease in the basis weight of the material while still showing an increase

w in bulk. As with Example 2, the negative basis weight of the composite was due to the extreme stretching of the film

layer. The percent stretch for the material in Example 7 was 242% and the percent recovery was 17%. Consequently,

the film layer was stretched 242% beyond its unstretched length, the nonwoven layer was bonded to the film and the

composite recovered 1 7% of the 242% that the film was stretched thereby causing the bulking of the composite.

'5
TABLE ^

EXAMPLE: NOKWOVIN / FILM

EXTENSIBLE I.AYERR: 16,51um(0.65 mi 1 )sof t I'P blown fi

BULKED LAYER: 12,21g/m
2
(0.36 oz/yd2)PP Staple TBCW

LAMINATION

:

V1=4, 18(12)

V2=14, 27(41)

V0=14, 27(41)

V3=12, 53(36)

Process Conditions: Pattern Roll Temperature: sfX*
c
C (250' T)

Anvil Roll Temperature: 3Vc(210*F>
Nip Pressure: 0 , >H (2 5 psi)

5ULK ENHANCEMENT:-

Nonstretched Laminate

Stretched Laminate

Bulk (8^: 0, 127mro(0.005")

Basis Weight (BW.,): 24,43g/m
2
(0.75 (Wyd2)

Bulk (B
2
): 0,46mm(0.018")

Basis Weight (BW
2

) : 24 ,08g/m
2
(0.71 oz/yd2)

Bulk: 260%
Basis Weight: -5%

41-12 * 100 = 242%

[0056] Samples of materials similar to the foregoing examples were converted into a prototype diaper construction

with the material of the present invention being utilized as the outercover of the diaper. Typical diaper constructions

include a liquid pervious top sheet and a substantially liquid impervious backing sheet or outercover. Disposed between

19
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the too sheet and the backing sheet is an absorbent core. The soft nonwoven layer of the film/nonwoven laminate was

placed on the exterior of the diaper so as to provide a cloth-like outercover. The same film and nonwoven layers were

also manufactured into a standard two-ply bonded laminate with no pillowing. This material was also made into diaper

outercover. When both the pillowed and non-pillowed diapers were subjected to site and handling panels the stretch-

s pillowed material of the present invention was found to be more preferred than the simple two-dimensional outercover

material. The diaper with the stretch-pillowed material of the present invention was perceived as having more definition,

durability and quality. As a result, the material of the present invention when used in conjunction with a diaper yielded

a product with a higher acceptance rate than two-dimensional materials. A particularly favorable material according to

the present invention included a first layer of 1 2,7 urn (0.5 mil) polyethylene film with a 23,74 g/m2 (0.7 ounce per square

10 yard)spunlace material available from E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company of Wilmington, Delaware and sold under

the trademark SONTARA. These two layers were laminated together at a plurality of discrete bond points using 0,36

g/m2 (0.3 grams per square yard) of a hot melt adhesive identified as H-2096 from Findley Adhesives, Inc. of Wauwa-

tosa, Wisconsin.

[0057] The material described in the preceding examples is particularly useful as an outercover material for personal

15 care products, however, it has cither applications as outlined previously. In addition, it should be noted that this laminate

as well as other laminate combinations may be subjected to additional processing to enhance the overall attributes of

the particular composite material. For example, either one or both of the layers in a two layer structure or one or all three

of the layers in a three or multi-layer structure may be embossed either before or after laminating/bonding the layers

together. In addition, aperturing is also possible. Furthermore, it is possible to interject specific materials between the

20 first and second layers just prior to the bonding process as, for example, fluid handling materials such as superabsorb-

ents to further enhance the overall properties of the present invention.

Claims

25 1 . A bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate (10) comprising:

a first substantially non-elastic layer (12) consisting of a non-elastomeric material and a second layer (14), said

second layer (14) being attached to said first layer (12) at a plurality of spaced-apart bond sites (16) to form a

bulked laminate (10) with a plurality of bonded and unbonded areas (16,18), said laminate (10) being bulked

30 due to said second layer (1 4) having more surface area than said first layer (1 2) per the same unit area of said

laminate (10), said laminate (10) being substantially non-elastic and being capable of stretching no more than

25% without delaminating.

2. The bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate of claim 1 wherein a third layer (1 5) is attached to said first substantially non-

35 elastic layer (12) on a side of said first layer (12) opposite said second layer (14), said third layer (15) being attached

to said first layer (1 2) at a plurality of spaced-apart bond sites (1 9) to form a plurality of bonded and unbonded areas

(19,21) between said first and third layers (12,15), said third layer (15) having more surface area than said first layer

(12) per the same unit area of said laminate (10).

w 3. The bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate of claim 2 wherein said space-apart bond sites (16,19) of attachment of said

second and third layers (14,15) to said first layer (12) are in registry with one another.

4. The bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate of claim 2 wherein said spaced-apart bond sites of attachment of said second

and third layers (14,15) to said first layer (12) are not in registry with one another.

45

5. The bulked, stretch-pillowed laminate of any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein said lirst layer (12) is permanently

deformed.

6. A personal care absorbent article comprising:

a liquid-pervious top sheet and a substantially liquid-impervious backing sheet with an absorbent core dis-

posed between said top sheet and said backing sheet, said backing sheet being made from a bulked, stretch-

pillowed laminate (10) according to any one of claims 1 to 5.

55 7. A personal care absorbent article comprising:

a liquid-pervious top sheet and a substantially liquid-impervious backing sheet with an absorbent core dis-

posed between said top sheet and said backing sheet, said top sheet being made from a bulked, stretch-pil-

20
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lowed laminate (10) according to any one of claims 1 to 5.

8. A process for forming a bulked stretch-pillowed laminate (10) according to any one of claims 1 to 7, comprising:

5 (a) extending a first extensible layer (12) consisting of a non-elastomeric material from an original length (L1)

to an expanded length (L2), said expanded length (L2) being at least 5 percent greater than said original length

(L1) and said first extensible layer (12) being permanently deformed as a result of said extension;

(b) placing a second layer (14) in juxtaposition with said first layer (12) while said first layer (12) is in said

io expanded length (L2);

(c) attaching said first and second layers (12,14) to one another at a plurality of spaced-apart bond sites (16)

to form said laminate such that there are a plurality of bonded and unbonded areas; and

is (d) allowing said first layer (12) of said laminate (10) to relax to a permanently deformed length (L3) which is

still longer than said original length (L1 ) but less than said expanded length (L2), said laminate (10) having a

plurality of bulked areas (18) in the locations where said first and second layers (12,14) are unbonded.

9. The process of daim 8 wherein a third layer (15) is attached to said first layer (12) while said first layer is in an

20 expanded state.

10. The process of claim 9 wherein said third layer (15) is attached to said first layer (12) at a plurality of spaced-apart

bond sites (19) which are in registry with the bond sites (16) of said first and second layers (12,14).

25 11. The process of claim 9 wherein said third layer (15) is attached to said first layer (12) at a plurality of spaced-apart

bond sites which are not in registry with the bond sites (16) of said first and second layers (12,14).

12. The process of any one of claims 9 to 1 1 wherein said third layer (15) is extended prior to said first and third layers

(12,15) being attached to one another.

so

1 3. The process of any one of claims 8 to 12 wherein said first layer (1 2) is permanently deformed to a length which is

from about 2 to 23.4% less than said expanded length L2 .

14. The process of any one of claims 8 to 12 wherein said deformed length (L3) of said first layer (12) is caused by the

35 relaxation of said first layer from said expanded length (L2) to a retracted length, with said retracted length being

between about 80 and 98% of said expanded length (L2).

1 5. The process of any one of claims 8 to 14 wherein said extension of said first layer (12) is in more than one direction.

ao 16. The process of any one of claims 8 to 14 wherein said extension of said first layer (12) takes place in at least two

directions which are at substantially right angles to one another.

17. The process of any one of claims 8 to 16 wherein said second layer (14) is extended prior to said first and second

layers (12, 14) being attached to one another.

18. The process of claim 17 wherein the direction of said extension of said second layer (14) is substantially parallel to

the direction of extension of said first layer (12).

1 9. The process of claim 1 7 wherein the direction of said extension of said second layer (1 4) is substantially non-par-

50 allel to the direction of extension of said first layer (12).

20. The process of any one of claims 8 to 19 wherein said first and second layers (12,14) are attached to one another

through the use of heat and pressure.

55 21. The process of any one of claims 8 to 19 wherein said first and second layers (12,14) are attached to one another

through the use of ultrasonic bonding.

22. The process of any one of claims 8 to 19 wherein said first and second layers (12,14) are attached to one another

21
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through the use of adhesives, said adhesives being selected from the group consisting of water-based, solvent-

based, pressure sensitive and hot-melt adhesives.

23. The process of any one of claims 8 to 22 wherein said first extensible layer (12) includes a substantially non-elastic

5 film or a substantially non-elastic fibrous web.

24. The process of claim 8 wherein said first layer (12) includes a thermoplastic film, such as a polypropylene film, or

an EMA film or a polyethylene film, or a polypropylene nonwoven web.

10 25. The bulked, stretched-pillowed laminate of any one of claims 1 to 5 wherein the first layer (12) includes a substan-

tially non-elastic film or substantially non-elastic fibrous web.

26. The bulked, stretched-pillowed laminate of claim 1 wherein said first layer (12) includes a thermoplastic film, such

as a polypropylene film, or an EMA film or a polyethylene film, or a polypropylene nonwoven web.

15

Patentanspruche

1 . Gebauschtes, Wssenbildend verstrecktes Laminat (10) mit einer ersten, im wesentlichen nicht elastischen Schicht

(12), die aus einem nicht-elastomeren Material besteht, und einer Zweiten Schicht (14), wobei die Zweite Schicht

so (14) an der ersten Schicht (12) an einer Vielzahl von Zueinander beabstandeten Verbindungspunkten (16) befestigt

ist, um ein gebauschtes Laminat (10) mit einer Vielzahl von gebundenen und ungebundenen Flachenbereichen

(16, 18) zu bilden, wobei das Laminat (10) dadurch aufgebauscht ist, daf3 die Zweite Schicht (14) mehr Oberfla-

chenbereich als die erste Schicht (12) pro gleicher Einheitsflache des Laminats (10) aufweist, wobei das Laminat

(10) im wesentlichen nicht elastisch ist und nicht mehr als 25 % ohne Delamination verstreckt werden kann.

2. Gebauschtes, kissenartig verstrecktes Laminat nach Anspruch 1 , wobei eine dritte Schicht (15) mit der ersten, im

wesentlichen nicht elastischen Schicht (12) an einer Seite der ersten Schicht (12) verbunden ist, die der Zweiten

Schicht (14) gegenOberliegt, wobei die dritte Schicht (15) an der ersten Schicht (12) an einer Vielzahl von zueinan-

der beabstandeten Verbindungsstellen (9) befestigt ist, um eine Vielzahl von gebundenen und ungebundenen Fla-

30 chenbereichen (19, 21) zwischen den ersten und dritten Schichten (12,15) zu bilden, wobei die dritte Schicht (15)

mehr Oberflachenbereich als die erste Schicht (12) pro gleicher Einheitsflache des Laminats (10) aufweist.

3. Gebauschtes. kissenartig verstrecktes Laminat nach Anspruch 2, wobei die Zueinander beabstandeten Verbin-

dungsstellen (16, 19) der Verbindung der zweiten und dritten Schichten (14, 15) mit der ersten Schicht (12) sich in

35 fluchtender Ausrichtung zueinander befinden.

4. Gebauschtes, kissenartig verstrecktes Laminat nach Anspruch 2, wobei sich die zueinander beabstandeten Ver-

bindungsstellen der Befestigung der zweiten und dritten Schichten (1 4, 1 5) mit der ersten Schicht (1 2) sich nicht in

fluchtender Ausrichtung zueinander befinden.

5. Gebauschtes, kissenartig verstrecktes Laminat nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 4, wobei die erste Schicht (12)

bleibend verformt ist.

6. Absorbierender Artikel fur die personliche Hygiene mit einem fliissigkeitsdurchlassigen, oberen FlSchenmaterial

45 und einem im wesentlichen flussigkeitsundurchlassigen, riickwartigen Flachenmaterial mit einem zwischen dem

oberen Flachenmaterial und dem rQckwartigen Flachenmaterial angeordneten, absorbierenden Kern, wobei das

ruckwartige Flachenmaterial aus einem gebauschten, kissenartig verstreckten Laminat (10) nach einem der

Anspruche 1 bis 5 hergestellt ist.

so 7. Absorbierender Artikel fur die personliche Hygiene mit einem fliissigkeitsdurchlassigen, oberen Flachenmaterial

und einem im wesentlichen flussigkeitsundurchlassigen, riickwartigen Flachenmaterial mit einem zwischen dem

oberen Flachenmaterial und dem rQckwartigen Flachenmaterial angeordneten, absorbierenden Kern, wobei das

obere Flachenmaterial aus einem gebauschten, kissenartig verstreckten Laminat (10) nach einem der Anspruche

1 bis 5 hergestellt ist.

8. Verfahren zum Herstellen eines gebauschten, kissenbildend verstreckten Laminats (10) nach einem der Anspru-

che 1 bis 7, wobei:

22
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(a) eine erste ausdehnbare Schicht (12), die aus einem nicht-elastomeren Material besteht, von einer Original-

lange (L1) auf eine expandierte Lange (L2) ausgedehnt wird, wobei die expandierte Lange (L2) mindestens 5

% groGer als die Originallange (L1) ist und die erste ausdehnbare Schicht (12) im Ergebnis der Ausdehnung

permanent verformt wird;

5

(b) eine zweite Schicht (14) die erste Schicht (12) uberlagernd angeordnet wird, wahrend sich die erste Schicht

(12) auf ihrer expandierten Lange (L2) befindet;

(c) die ersten und zweiten Schichten (12, 14) an einer Vielzahl von beabstandeten Verbindungsstellen (16)

10 aneinander angebracht werden, um das Laminat derart zu bilden, da(3 eine Vielzahl von gebundenen und

ungebundenen Flachenbereichen entstehen; und

(d) sich die erste Schicht (12) des Laminats (10) auf eine permanent verformte Lange (L3) entspannen kann,

die noch langer als die originate Lange (L1) jedoch kiirzer als die expandierte Lange (L2) ist, wobei das Lami-

15 nat (10) eine Vielzahl von gebauschten Bereichen (18) an den Stellen aufweist, wo die ersten und zweiten

Schichten (12, 14) unverbunden sind.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei eine dritte Schicht (15) an der ersten Schicht (12) angeordnet wird, wahrend

sich die erste Schicht in einem expandierten Zustand befindet.

20

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die dritte Schicht (15) an der ersten Schicht (12) an einer Vielzahl von zueinan-

der beabstandeten Stellen (19) angeordnet wird, die mit den Verbindungsstellen (16) der ersten und zweiten

Schichten (12, 14) ausgerichtet sind.

25 11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9, wobei die dritte Schicht (15) an der ersten Schicht (12) an einer Vielzahl von zueinan-

der beabstandeten Verbindungsstellen angeordnet wird, die sich nicht in Ausrichtung mit den Verbindungsstellen

(16) der ersten und zweiten Schichten (12, 14) befinden.

1 2. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 9 bis 1 1 , wobei die dritte Schicht (15) ausgedehnt wird, bavor die ersten und

30 dritten Schichten (12. 15) aneinander befestigt werden.

13. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 12, wobei die erste Schicht (12) permanent auf eine Lange (L3) ver-

formt ist, die zwischen etwa 2 bis etwa 23,4 % geringer als die expandierte Lange (L2) ist.

35 14. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 12, wobei die verformte Lange (L3) der ersten Schicht (12) verursacht

wird durch die Entspannung der ersten Schicht aus der expandierten Lange (L2) auf eine zuruckgezogene Lange,

wobei die zuruckgezogene Lange zwischen etwa 80 und 98 % der expandierten Lange (L2) betragt.

15. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 14, wobei die Ausdehnung der ersten Schicht (12) in mehr als einer

to Richtung durchgefuhrt wurde.

16. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 14, wobei die Ausdehnung der ersten Schicht (12) in mindestens zwei

Richtungen statttindet, die sich unter im wesentlichen rechten Winkeln zueinander befinden.

45 1 7. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 1 6, wobei die zweite Schicht (1 4) ausgedehnt wird, bevor die ersten und

zweiten Schichten (12, 14) aneinander befestigt sind.

18. Verfahren nach Anspruch 17, wobei die Richtung der Ausdehnung der zweiten Schicht (14) sich im wesentlichen

parallel zur Richtung der Ausdehnung der ersten Schicht (12) erstreckt.

50

19. Verfahren nach Anspruch 17, wobei die Richtung der Ausdehnung der zweiten Schicht (14) im wesentlichen nicht

parallel zur Richtung der Ausdehnung der ersten Schicht (12) verlauft.

20. Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 19, wobei die ersten und zweiten Schichten (12, 14) aneinander unter

55 Verwendung von Warme und Druck befestigt werden.

21 . Verfahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 1 9, wobei die ersten und zweiten Schichten aneinander durch die Ver-

wendung einer Ultraschallbindung befestigt werden.

23
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22. Verlahren nach einem der Anspruche 8 bis 19, wobei die ersten und zweiten Schichten (12, 14) aneinander durch

die Verwendung von Klebstoffen befestigt werden, wobei die Klebstoffe ausgewahlt werden aus einer Gruppe, die

besteht aus Klebstoffen auf Wasserbasis, Klebstoffen auf Losungsmittelbasis, drucksensitive und heiBschmel-

zende Klebstoffe.

s

23. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprtiche 8 bis 22, wobei die erste Schicht (12) einen im wesentlichen nicht elastischen

Film oder sine im wesentlichen nicht elastische Faserbahn enthalt.

24. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei die erste Schicht (12) einen thermoplastischen Film, beispielsweise einen Poly-

io propylenfilm, oder einen EMA-Film, oder einen Polyathylenfilm oder eine nicht gewebte Polypropylenbahn enthalt.

25. Gebauschtes, kissenartjg verstrecktes Laminat nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 5, wobei die erste Schicht (12)

einen im wesentlichen nicht elastischen Film oder eine im wesentlichen nicht elastische Faserbahn enthalt.

is 26. Gebauschtes, kissenartig verstrecktes Laminat nach Anspruch 1 . wobei die erste Schicht (12) einen thermoplasti-

schen Film, beispielsweise einen Polypropylenfilm, oder einen EMA-Film, oder einen Polyathylenfilm oder eine

nicht gewebte Polypropylenbahn enthalt.

Revendications

1 . Stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage (10) comprenant

:

une premiere couche sensiblement non elastique (12) constituee d'une matiere non elastomere et une

seconde couche (14), ladite seconde couche (1 4) etant fixee a ladite premiere couche (1 2) en inne plurality de

25 sites de liaison mutuellement espaces (1 6) pour former un stratifie gonflant (10) avec inne plurality de zones

liees et non liees (16, 18), ledit stratifie (10) etant gonflant du fait que ladite seconde couche (14) a une surface

specifique superieure a celle de ladite premiere couche (12) pour une meme unite de surface dudit stratifie

(10), ledit stratifie (10) etant sensiblement non elastique et etant capable d'un etirage non superieur a 25 %
sans de-stratification.

30

2. Stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage selon la revendication 1, dans lequel une troisieme couche (15) est fixee a

ladite premiere couche sensiblement non elastique (12) sur une face de ladite premiere couche (12) opposee a

ladite seconde couche (14), ladite troisieme couche (15) etant fixee a ladite premiere couche (1 2) en inne pluralite

de sites de liaison mutuellement espaces (19) pour former une pluralite de zones liees et non liees (19, 21) entre

35 lesdites premiere et troisieme couches (12, 15), ladite troisieme couche (15) ayant inne surface specifique supe-

rieure a celle de ladite premiere couche (12) pour une meme unite de surface dudit stratifie (10).

3. Stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage selon la revendication 2, dans lequel lesdits sites de liaison mutuellement espa-

ces (16, 19) pour la fixation desdites seconde et troisieme couches (14, 15) a ladite premiere couche (12) sont ali-

to gnes les uns avec les autres.

4. Stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage selon la revendication 2, dans lequel lesdits sites de liaison mutuellement espa-

ces pour la fixation desdites seconde et troisieme couches (14, 15) a ladite premiere couche (12) ne sont pas ali-

gnes les uns avec les autres.

45

5. Stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage selon I'une quelconque des revendications 1 a 4, dans lequel ladite premiere

couche (12) est deformee de facon

6. Article absorbant pour hygiene personnelle comprenant

:

une feuille superieure permeable aux liquides et une feuille de renfort sensiblement impermeable aux liquides

ayant inne ame absorbante disposee entre ladite feuille superieure et ladite feuille de renfort. ladite feuille de

renfort etant faite d un stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage (10) selon I'une quelconque des revendications 1 a

7. Article absorbant pour hygiene personnelle comprenant

:

une feuille superieure permeable aux liquides et une feuille de renfort sensiblement impermeable aux liquides
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ayant une ame absorbante disposee entre ladite feuille superieure et ladite feuille de rerrfort, ladite feuille supe-

rieure etant faite d'un stratifie gonf lant ondule par etirage (10) selon I'une quelconque des revendications 1 a 5.

8. Procede de formation d'un stratifie gonflant ondule par etirage (10) selon I'une quelconque des revendications 1 a

5 7, comprenant

:

(a) I'etjrage d'une premiere couche etirable (12) constitute d'une matiere non elastomere d une longueur ini-

tiale (L1) a une longueur etiree (12), ladite longueur etiree (L2) etant superieure d'au moins 5 % a ladite lon-

gueur initiate (L1) et ladite premiere couche extensible (12) etant deformee de facon permanente du fait dudit

10 etirage

;

(b) la mise en place d'une seconde couche (14) de facon juxtaposee a ladite premiere couche (12) pendant

que ladite premiere couche (12) presente ladite longueur etiree (L2)

.

(c) la fixation desdites premiere et seconde couches (12, 14) I'une a I'autre en une pluralite de sites de liaison

mutuellement espaces (1 6) pour former ledit stratifie de (agon a ce qu'il y ait une pluralite de zones liees et non

is liees ; et

(d) le fait de laisser ladite premiere couche (12) dudit stratifie (1 0) se detendre jusqu'a une longueur deformee

de facon permanente (L3) qui reste plus longue que ladite longueur initiale (L1) mais est inferieure a ladite lon-

gueur etiree (L2), ledit stratifie (10) ayant une pluralite de zones gonflees (18) aux emplacements ou lesdites

premiere et seconde couches (12, 14) ne sont pas liees.

20

9. Procede selon la revendication 8, dans lequel une troisieme couche (15) est fixee a ladite premiere couche (12)

pendant que ladite premiere couche est a I'etat etire.

10. Procede selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite troisieme couche (15) est fixee a ladite premiere couche (12)

25 en une pluralite de sites de liaison mutuellement espaces (19) qui sont alignes avec les sites de liaison (1 6) desdi-

tes premiere et seconde couches (12, 14).

11. Procede selon la revendication 9, dans lequel ladite troisieme couche (15) est fixee a ladite premiere couche (12)

en une pluralite de sites de liaison mutuellement espacesqui ne sont pas alignes avec les sites de liaison (16) des-

30 dites premiere et seconde couches (12, 14).

12. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 9 a 11, dans lequel ladite troisieme couche (15) est etiree

avant que lesdites premiere et troisieme couches (12, 15) soient fixees I'une a I'autre.

35 13. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 12, dans lequel ladite premiere couche (12) est deformee

de facon permanente a une longueur (L3) qui est inferieure d'environ 2 a 23,4% a ladite longueur etiree (L2).

1 4. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 1 2, dans lequel ladite longueur deformee (L3) de ladite pre-

miere couche (12) est provoquee par la detente de ladite premiere couche de ladite longueur etiree (L2) a une lon-

io geur retractee, ladite longueur retractee etant d'environ 80 a 98 % de ladite longueur etiree (L2).

1 5. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 1 4, dans lequel ledit etirage de ladite premiere couche (12)

s'effectue dans plus d'une direction.

45 16. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 14, dans lequel ledit etirage de ladite premiere couche (12)

s'effectue dans au moins deux directions qui sont sensiblement perpendiculaires I'une a I'autre.

17. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 16, dans lequel ladite seconde couche (14) est etiree avant

que lesdites premiere et seconde couches (12, 14) soient fixees I'une a I'autre.

18. Procede selon la revendication 17, dans lequel la direction dudit etirage de ladite seconde couche (14) est sensi-

blement parallele a la direction d'etirage de ladite premiere couche (12).

19. Procede selon la revendication 17, dans lequel la direction dudit etirage de ladite seconde couche (14) est sensi-

55 blement non parallele a la direction d'etirage de ladite premiere couche (12).

20. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 19, dans lequel lesdites premiere et seconde couches (12,

1 4) sont fixees I'une a I'autre par utilisation de chaleur et de pression.

25
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21 . Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 19, dans lequel lesdites premiere et seconde couches (12,

14) sont fixees I'une a I'autre par utilisation d une liason par ultrasons.

22. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 19, dans lequel lesdites premiere et seconde couches (12,

1 4) sont fixees i'une a I'autre par utilisation d'adhesifs, lesdits adhesifs etant selectionnes dans le groupe constrtue

d'adhesifs a base d'eau, a base de solvant, sensibles a la pression et fondant a chaud.

23. Procede selon I'une quelconque des revendications 8 a 22, dans lequel ladite premiere couche etirable (12) com-

porte un film sensiblement non elastique ou un voile fibreux sensiblement non elastique.

24. Procede selon la revendication 8, dans lequel ladite premiere couche (12) comporle un film thermoplastique,

comme un film de polypropylene, ou un film d'EMA ou un film de polyethylene, ou un voile non tisse de polypropy-

lene.

25. Stratif ie gonflant ondule par etirage selon I'une quelconque des revendications 1 a 5, dans lequel la premiere cou-

che (12) comporte un film sensiblement non elastique ou un voile fibreux sensiblement non elastique.

26. Stratif ie gonflant ondule par etirage selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite premiere couche (1 2) comporte un

film thermoplastique, comme un film de polypropylene, ou un film d'EMA ou un film de polyethylene, ou un voile

non tisse de polypropylene
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